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Dear Music Lover, 

A string festival that celebrates the richness and 
diversity of string quartet composition and performance. 
That’s been our dream for many years. Thanks to Jedediah Wheeler and Peak Performances @ Montclair 
State University, that dream becomes a reality with the All Terrain String Festival. Please join us as we play 
alongside some of the world’s most celebrated quartets, performing the work of classic and modern composers 
from four centuries and four continents, and enjoying guest appearances by legendary jazz bassist John Patitucci 
and classical guitar superstar Eliot Fisk. It is especially meaningful to offer this festival as a tribute to the brilliant 
American composer William Bolcom, whose String Quartet no. 12 we are honored to premiere as the fnale 
ofthis jam-packed weekend of music.

 See you at the Kasser! 
Weigang Li,Yi-Wen Jiang, Honggang Li, and Nicholas Tzavaras 

The Shanghai Quartet 

Shanghai Quartet Photo: Xiao Dong             
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William Bolcom 
Photo: Peter Smith           

N ew York Times music critic Anthony Tommasini calls National  Medal 
of Arts winner William Bolcom “a master musician of wide-ranging 

tastes and skills” who creates “beguiling music.” Bolcom is an American 
composer of chamber, operatic, vocal, choral, cabaret, ragtime, and 
symphonic music. He was a member of the faculty of the University of 
Michigan’s School of Music from 1973 until his retirement in 2008. Bolcom 
won the Pulitzer Prize for music in 1988 for 12 New Etudes for Piano, and his 
setting of William Blake’s Songs of Innocence and of Experience on the Naxos 
label won four Grammy Awards in 2006. As a pianist he has performed and 
recorded his own work, frequently in collaboration with his wife and musical 
partner, mezzo-soprano Joan Morris. Their 25th album, Autumn Leaves, was 
recently released on White Pine Records. 

Composers 
William Bolcom 
Elliott Carter 
Chaya Czernowin 
Antonín Dvořák 
Gabriela Lena Frank 
Jefferson Friedman 
John Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie 
Osvaldo Golijov 
Zhou Long 
Rafael Hernández Marín 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Hilda Paredes 
Abelardo Valdés 

Festival 
at a Glance 
Friday, March 31 @ 7:30 pm 

Harlem Quartet 
with the Shanghai Quartet 
and John Patitucci, bass 

Saturday, April 1 @ 5:00 pm 

Chiara String Quartet 
with the Shanghai Quartet 

Saturday, April 1 @ 6:15 pm 

Mingle with the Musicians 
Buffet Dinner 
with William Bolcom 
and members of the 

Chiara and Shanghai Quartets 

Saturday, April 1 @ 8:00 pm 

Arditti Quartet 
with the Shanghai Quartet 
and Eliot Fisk, guitar 

New York/New Jersey Premiere! 

Sunday, April 2 @ 3:00 pm 

Shanghai Quartet 
World Premiere! 

Produced by Peak Performances 
@ Montclair State University 
Jedediah Wheeler, Executive Director 

Program Consultant: 
Peter Robles, Serious Music Media 

Dr. Susan A. Cole, President 
Programs in this season are made possible in part 
by the New Jersey State Council on the Arts, a 
Partner Agency of the National Endowment for the Arts; 
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation; Alison and 
James T. Cirenza; Holly and Robert Gregory; 
I. Michael Kasser; and The Honorable Mary Mochary. 
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“A seductively velvet
sound … intoxicating.”

                                —The Strad Magazine 
Photo: Amy Schroeder 

HARLEM QUARTET 
Ilmar Gavilán and Melissa White (violins), Jaime Amador (viola), Felix Umansky (cello) 

Friday, March 31 @ 7:30 pm 
What defnes the Harlem Quartet? Superb musicianship, a genre-bending repertoire, and performances that 
audiences describe as pure delight. Founded with a mission to advance diversity in classical music and engage 
new audiences with works by minority composers, this versatile ensemble easily transitions from classical music to 
jazzier fare. Its virtuosity and range are on full display in this program of works by Mozart, Bolcom, jazz legend 
Dizzy Gillespie, Latin American composers Rafael Hernández Marín and Abelardo Valdés, and a grand fnale 
by contemporary music giant Osvaldo Golijov featuring the Shanghai Quartet and legendary jazz bassist 
John Patitucci. 

TH
E 

PR
OG

RA
M String Quartet no. 17 in B-fat Major, K.458 

“The Hunt” 
Allegro vivace assai 
Menuetto moderato 
Adagio 
Allegro assai 

A Night in Tunisia 

El Cumbanchero 

Almendra 

Three Rags for String Quartet 
Poltergeist 
Graceful Ghost 
Incineratorag 

Last Round 
with the Shanghai Quartet and John Patitucci, bass 

 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) 

John Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie (1917–1993) 
arr. Dave Glenn, Harlem Quartet, Aldo López-Gavilán 

Rafael Hernández Marín (1892–1965) 

Abelardo Valdés (1911–1958) 
arr. Nicky Aponte, Harlem Quartet, Aldo López-Gavilán 

William Bolcom (b. 1938) 

Osvaldo Golijov (b. 1960) 

Running Time: 90 minutes, including one intermission 
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“Top-notch chops, sensitive ears
and surprising guts.” 

—DownBeat Magazine B I O G R A P H I E S  
The Harlem Quartet has received praise for its “panache” from The New York Times and for “bringing a new 
attitude to classical music, one that is fresh, bracing and intelligent,” from The Cincinnati Enquirer. Since its 
2006 debut at Carnegie Hall, the New York-based ensemble has performed throughout the US, the UK, France, 
Belgium, Panama, Canada, and in South Africa under the auspices of the US State Department.The Quartet 
completed the Professional String Quartet Residency Program at New England Conservatory and participated 
in its exchange program in Paris, working extensively with violinist Günter Pichler.The Harlem Quartet has 
collaborated with Itzhak Perlman, Ida Kavafan, Carter Brey, Paul Katz, Fred Sherry, Anthony McGill, Paquito 
D’Rivera, Misha Dichter, and with jazz legends Chick Corea and Gary Burton on their Grammy Award-winning 
album Hot House. The ensemble has performed for the Obamas at the White House and been featured on 
WNBC, CNN, the Today Show, WQXR-FM, and the News Hour with Jim Lehrer. 

Legendary bassist and three-time Grammy Award winner 
John Patitucci has performed throughout the world with 
his own band and with jazz luminaries Chick Corea, 
Herbie Hancock, Wayne Shorter, Stan Getz, Pat Matheny, 
Wynton Marsalis, Joshua Redman, Nancy Wilson, and 
many others. The New York Times has praised his “rich, 
room-flling sonority” and “dazzling technique.” 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart ranks alongside Bach 
and Beethoven as one of the greatest composers in the 
Western tradition. His music exemplifes the Classical style 
with its emphasis on form and balance. He composed in 
every genre, from dances for Vienna’s balls to opera for its 
Imperial Theater, and his more than 600 surviving John Patitucci Photo: Gus Cantavero 

works amply testify to his genius. (laphil.com) 

John Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie was one of the most infuential and well-known jazz musicians of all time. 
Over the course of Gillespie’s 70-year career, he popularized jazz for American mainstream audiences and 
created and expanded the genre to incorporate elements of other forms of music, especially those originating 
in Cuba, Latin America, and the Caribbean. As a composer, he is known for Latin-tinged compositions such 
as A Night in Tunisia. 

Rafael Hernández Marín, also known as El Jibarito, is considered the greatest Puerto Rican composer of all 
time and one of the most celebrated in Latin America because his popular songs resonated throughout the 
region. A leading fgure of Puerto Rican folk music, he left a legacy of more than 3,000 musical compositions 
of many different genres. 

Abelardo Valdés was the beloved leader of a highly popular Cuban dance orchestra that bore the same 
name as the danzón he composed, Almendra (almonds). During the period of its greatest fame, in the 1940s 
and ’50s, ballroom dancers focked to the orchestra’s live performances of its extensive repertoire, which the 
group’s devoted public also knew from the many albums it recorded. 

Osvaldo Golijov grew up in an Eastern European Jewish household in Argentina surrounded by classical chamber music, Jewish 
liturgical and klezmer music, and the new tango of Astor Piazzolla. His close collaborations with the St. Lawrence and Kronos quartets 
in the 1990s, the premiere of his St. Mark Passion in 2000, the Grammy Award-winning recording of his opera Aindamar and a sold-
out festival at Lincoln Center celebrating his work in 2006, and a steady stream of commissions and premieres have assured his place 
in the contemporary music canon. Golijov is Loyola Chair of Music at the College of Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts. 

William Bolcom (see page 3) 

Shanghai Quartet (see page 11) 
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“Remarkable …
 fresh and vital.”

   —The New York Times 
Photo: Lisa Marie Mazzucco 
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CHIARA STRING QUARTET 
Rebecca Fischer and Hyeyung Julie Yoon (violins), Jonah Sirota (viola), Gregory Beaver (cello) 

Saturday, April 1 @ 5:00 pm 
The Chiara String Quartet plays by heart, performing amazing feats of musical memorization by playing 
without printed sheet music. Equally renowned for bringing fresh excitement to traditional string quartet 
repertoire and creating insightful interpretations of new music, the Chiara has been lauded for its “highly 
virtuosic, edge-of-the- seat playing” (The Boston Globe). The Grammy Award-nominated ensemble is 
committed to the creation of new music and has commissioned and premiered works by contemporary 
composers since its inception, including the works featured on this program by Friedman and Frank. 
The Shanghai Quartet joins the Chiara for William Bolcom’s homage to Mendelssohn’s Octet. 

String Quartet no. 2 Jefferson Friedman (b. 1974) 
=120 
Free 

= 180 

Leyendas: An Andean Walkabout Gabriela Lena Frank (b. 1972) 
Toyos 
Tarqueada 
Himno de Zampoñas 
Chasqui 
Canto de Velorio 
Coqueteos 

Octet: Double Quartet William Bolcom (b. 1938) 
Mystic Saraband 
Mit Leidenschaft 
Andantino lamentoso 
Rondeau-Barcarolle 

with the Shanghai Quartet 

Running Time: 60 minutes, no intermission 
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“Truly breathtaking.” 
 —The Washington Post 

B I O G R A P H I E S  
The Chiara String Quartet has established itself among America’s most respected ensembles. The 
quartet members are currently Hixson-Lied Artists-in-Residence at the Glenn Korff School of Music at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln and were the Blodgett Artists-in-Residence at Harvard University from 
2008 until 2014. The Chiara was the quartet-in-residence at the Metropolitan Museum of Art during the 
2015–16 season. Recordings include Brahms by Heart, Bartók by Heart, a Grammy-nominated recording 
of Jefferson Friedman’s String Quartets nos. 2 and 3, the Mozart and Brahms clarinet quintets, and the 
world premiere recordings of Robert Sirota’s Triptych and Gabriela Lena Frank’s Leyendas: An Andean 
Walkabout. In addition to the Chiara Quartet’s regular performances in major concert halls across the 
country, including Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall and Carnegie Hall, it was one of the frst string quartets 
to perform in alternative venues for chamber music performance. The Chiara trained and taught at 
The Juilliard School, mentoring for two years with the Juilliard Quartet as recipients of the Lisa Arnhold 
Quartet Residency. 

Jefferson Friedman’s music has been called “impossible to resist” by The New York Times. His work 
has been performed throughout the US and abroad, notably at Kennedy and Lincoln Centers, BAM, 
Carnegie Hall, the Hollywood Bowl, and the American Academy in Rome. Leonard Slatkin and the 
National Symphony Orchestra have commissioned three works by Mr. Friedman. 

In 2017, the Detroit and Houston Symphony Orchestras will premiere new works by Gabriela Lena Frank, 
a composer known for exploring her multicultural identity (Peruvian, Chinese, Lithuanian, and Jewish) 
through music. Her pieces refect her studies of Latin American folklore, incorporating poetry, mythology, and 
native musical styles into a Western classical framework that is uniquely her own. Frank credits her mentor, 
William Bolcom, with urging her to travel to South America and incorporate its music into her compositions. 

William Bolcom (see page 3) 

Shanghai Quartet (see page 11) 

Mingle with 
the Musicians! 
SATURDAY, APRIL 1 @ 6:15 PM 
ALEXANDER KASSER THEATER, STUDIO 104 
Join us for a delicious buffet dinner with honored 
composer William Bolcom, Peak Performances 
executive director Jedediah Wheeler, and 
members of the Chiara and Shanghai Quartets. 

$25 CH
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“Awesome intensity …
utter technical command.”

                                                               —The New York Times 
Photo: Lukas Beck 

String Quartet no. 8 William Bolcom (b. 1938) 
Very rhythmically, moderately fast New York/New Jersey Premiere! M

Andantino inquieto (like a ghostly barcarolle) A Adagio 
With force R

Son dementes cuerdas Hilda Paredes (b. 1957)G with Eliot Fisk, guitar New York/New Jersey Premiere! 

PR
O String Quartet no. 5 Elliott Carter (1908–2012) 

Introduction 
Giocoso 
Interlude I 
Lento espressivo 

TH
E Interlude II 

Presto scorrevole 
Interlude III 
Allegro energico 
Interlude IV 
Adagio sereno 
Interlude V 
Capriccioso 

Anea Crystal: Anea Chaya Czernowin (b. 1957) 
with the Shanghai Quartet 

Running Time: 90 minutes, including one intermission 
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ARDITTI QUARTET 
Irvine Arditti and Ashot Sarkissjan (violins), Ralf Ehlers (viola), Lucas Fels (cello) 

Saturday, April 1 @ 8:00 pm 
It is said that when violinist Irvine Arditti founded his quartet in 1974, the history of contemporary music was 
forever changed, leaving an indelible mark on the strings repertoire of the 20th century. According to New York 
Times music critic Anthony Tommasini, Arditti has “one message for composers who dare to write pathbreaking 
and technically punishing music: ‘Bring it on.’” 



 
 

 
  

  
 

  
 

  
  

 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 
 

  
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 

  

“Astonishing virtuosity and bravery … 
the Arditti Quartet treats music as something of 

crucial importance and

 endless amazement.” 
—The Los Angeles Times 

B I O G R A P H I E S  
The Arditti Quartet enjoys a worldwide reputation for its spirited and technically refned interpretations 
of contemporary and earlier 20th century music. Many hundreds of string quartets and other chamber 
works have been written for the ensemble since its founding, giving the Arditti Quartet a frm place in 
music history. The ensemble believes that close collaboration with composers is vital to the process of 
interpreting modern music and therefore attempts to work with every composer whose music it plays. 
Its discography now features over 200 CDs, the most extensive available of quartet literature in the last 
40 years. The Arditti Quartet has received many prizes including the prestigious Ernst von Siemens 
Music Prize–sometimes known as the Nobel Prize of music–for lifetime achievement, the only 
ensemble ever to receive this honor. 

Guitarist Eliot Fisk is known worldwide as a 
charismatic performer famed for his adventurous and 
virtuosic repertoire.As his mentor Andres Segovia once 
wrote, he is “at the top line of our artistic world.” In the 
2016–17 season Fisk continues to break new ground 
for the guitar with marathon performances of his 
transcriptions of all six Bach solo cello suites at the 
National Gallery in Washington, DC. He regularly 
performs as soloist with prominent orchestras and for 
major concert series and guitar festivals around the 
world.The repertoire of the classical guitar has been 
transformed through Fisk’s innumerable transcriptions 
and the many new works dedicated to him by 

Eliot Fiskcontemporary composers. 

Hilda Paredes, one of the leading Mexican composers of her generation, makes her home in London. 
Her music is performed around the world at major international festivals by prominent ensembles and soloists. 
The Guardian called her a composer with “a fresh aural imagination,” and The New York Times admired her 
“compositions that mix modernist rigor … with a primal energy rooted in Maya lore.” 

Elliott Carter is recognized as one of the most infuential American voices in classical music and a leading 
fgure of modernism in the 20th and 21st centuries. Andrew Porter hailed him as “America’s great musical 
poet,” and his friend Aaron Copland called him “one of America’s most distinguished creative artists in any 
feld.” Carter’s prolifc career spanned 75 years; he created more than 150 pieces, ranging from chamber music 
to orchestral works to opera, often marked with a sense of wit and humor. He received numerous honors and 
accolades, including two Pulitzer Prizes, the National Medal of Arts, and the French Legion of Honor. 

Chaya Czernowin was born and raised in Israel. Her music has been performed throughout the world 
by some of the best contemporary musicians. She is the Walter Bigelow Rosen Professor of Music at Harvard 
University. Czernowin’s output includes chamber and orchestral music, with and without electronics. Her works 
have been performed at major new music festivals in Europe, Asia, Australia, and North America. 

William Bolcom (see page 3) 

Shanghai Quartet (see page 11) 
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 “Superb.”
   —The Boston Globe Photo: Courtesy of Shanghai Quartet 

SHANGHAI QUARTET 
Weigang Li and Yi-Wen Jiang (violins), Honggang Li (viola), Nicholas Tzavaras (cello) 

Sunday, April 2 @ 3:00 pm 
Known worldwide for its passionate musicality, impressive technique, and expansive repertoire melding the 
delicacy of Eastern music with the emotional breadth of the Western canon, the Shanghai Quartet is one of the 
world’s foremost chamber ensembles. From traditional Chinese folk music to masterpieces of Western musical 
literature to cutting edge contemporary works, the Quartet has expanded the musical palette of its devoted fans 
since its founding at the Shanghai Conservatory in 1983. 

Poems from Tang Zhou Long (b. 1953) 
Hut among the Bamboo 
Old Fisherman 
Hearing the Monk Xun Play the Qin 
Song of the Eight Unruly Tipsy Poets 

String Quartet no. 12 William Bolcom (b. 1938) 
Fantasia notturna World Premiere! 

Commissioned byMidnight Music Peak Performances @ Montclair State University
Rude Awakening 
Adagio 
Scherzando 
As If From Far Away 
Hallucination 
Timor Mortis 
Amor Vincit 
Coda 

String Quartet no. 14 in A-fat Major, op. 105, B. 193    Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904) 
Adagio ma non troppo – Allegro appassionato 
Molto vivace 
Lento e molto cantabile 
Allegro non tanto 

Running Time: 90 minutes, including one intermission 
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“If there is a string quartet currently
 in circulation that produces a more 

beautiful sound than the 
Shanghai Quartet, the name doesn’t 

come immediately to mind.” 
—The New York Times 

B I O G R A P H I E S  

The Shanghai Quartet, ensemble-in-residence at the John J. Cali School of Music at Montclair 
State University, has an international reputation for superb musicianship, championing new music, and 
juxtaposing traditions of Eastern and Western music.The Quartet collaborates with the most distinguished 
artists around the globe and regularly tours the major music centers of Europe, North America, and Asia. 
Recent festival performances range from the International Music Festivals of Seoul and Beijing to the 
Festival Pablo Casals in France, Beethoven Festival in Poland, Yerevan Festival in Armenia, and the 
Cartagena International Music Festival in Colombia.The Quartet has appeared at Carnegie Hall in 
chamber performances and with orchestra, and it has collaborated with noted artists from Yo-Yo Ma to 
Menahem Pressler, pipa virtuosa Wu Man to the male vocal ensemble Chanticleer.The ensemble 
has premiered many important new works including David Del Tredici’s Bullycide and Penderecki’s 
String Quartet no. 3: Leaves from an Unwritten Diary. 

The Washington Post praised Zhou Long for “effortlessly transcending cultural boundaries” and 
for composing chamber works “dazzling in their delicate intensity.” Long is internationally recognized for 
creating a unique body of music that brings together the aesthetic concepts and musical elements 
of East and West. Deeply grounded in the entire spectrum of his Chinese heritage, including folk, 
philosophical, and spiritual ideals, his creative vision has resulted in a new music that stretches 
Western instruments eastward and Chinese instruments westward, achieving an exciting and fertile 
common ground. In 2011, Long won the Pulitzer Prize in Music for his pioneering cross-cultural opera, 
Madam White Snake. 

As a Czech musician in a Germano-centric world, Antonín Dvořák struggled at frst for recognition and 
even a living. Brahms championed him, however, and ultimately Dvořák became an international celebrity, 
particularly beloved in England and the United States. He is best known today for his sweeping orchestral 
and characterful chamber music, rooted in the rhythms of Czech folk music, but he also composed a 
signifcant body of songs, large-scale choral pieces, and operas. (laphil.com) 

William Bolcom (see page 3) 
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William Bolcom 
Embracing All Terrain 

B Y  R O N N I  R E I C H  

To celebrate William Bolcom’s 
seemingly endless sonic 
curiosity, there could hardly 

be a more fttingly named vehicle 
than the All Terrain String Festival: 
Bolcom 4 x 4. In this series of four 
programs featuring music for string 
quartet, each concert will highlight 
one distinctive work by the composer, 
a modern master with a virtually 
unparalleled ability to encompass a 
vast variety of musical traditions with 
unfagging expertise and originality. 

Fitting itself to Bolcom’s ability to veer 
off the road of classical tradition while 
upholding his elastic yet exacting 
technique, the festival will feature 
ensembles that follow suit: the 
Harlem Quartet, the Chiara String 
Quartet, the Arditti Quartet, and the 
Shanghai Quartet. 

“The quartet world is a lot more 
diverse than people really understand,” 
says Peak Performances founder and 
executive producer Jedediah Wheeler. 

“Each group has a specialty it can 
offer,” says Nicholas Tzavaras, cellist 
of the Shanghai Quartet, which 
has been in residence with Peak 
Performances and Montclair State 
University for 10 years. “ It makes 
this a really unique festival of string 
quartets for our audiences,” he adds. 
“Everything is done with the audience 
in mind, to open up their musical 
palettes to things they are not familiar 
with, whether it’s playing by memory or 
improvised jazz tunes or cutting-edge 
contemporary music.” 

Shanghai Quartet 
Photo: Wu-Jun Ji 

Bolcom’s music is part of what will be 
new to most audiences; the festival 
coincides with the recent publication 
of six of his early string quartets by 
Edward B. Marks Music Company 
and includes the world premiere of his 
twelfth. While his string quartets are 
not his best-known works, they form a 
musical autobiography, spanning 
Bolcom’s career from age 11 to 78. 

“I tend to want to ask performers to 
do what I know I can’t do,” Bolcom 
says. “If I had my druthers, I would be 
a string quartet. I’d be an 8-armed, 
4-playered entity.” 

Bolcom traces his love of quartets 
back to the Juilliard Quartet’s visit to 
his hometown of Seattle in 1949 when 
he was 11 years old, “probably the frst 
time [Alban] Berg’s Lyric Suite was 
played west of the Mississippi.” Bartók 
and Hindemith were early infuences, 
and he went on to study with 20th-
century luminaries including Darius 
Milhaud and Olivier Messiaen. 

Yet relatively early in his career, 
Bolcom began to stray from the stark, 
non-tonal traditions of the day. In 1970, 
he published the frst of a collection of 
ragtime-style pieces. “It was a way to 
liberate myself from the kind of 
chromatic style we were expected to 
write if we were writing up-to-the-
minute music,” he says. 

At the festival, the Harlem Quartet 
will play a selection of Bolcom’s rags, 
arranged for string quartet, alongside 
Latin and jazz standards and a 
Mozart work. The quartet is devoted 
to such diverse programs in order to 
engage new audiences, and its 2013 
collaboration with Chick Corea won 
a Grammy Award. 

The liberating effect ragtime had for 
Bolcom may be similar for the Harlem 
Quartet musicians—and for listeners. 
Of its non-classical programming, 
Ilmar Gavilán of the Harlem Quartet 
says, “It’s very therapeutic, because 
we let loose, and often we apply the 
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same mentality to the classical 
repertoire, respecting the score but being 
spontaneous and free on the stage.” 

Showcasing another side of Bolcom’s 
body of work—which includes the 
Pulitzer Prize–winning 12 New 
Etudes for Piano (1988) that recall the 
composer’s training with Messiaen—will 
be the Arditti Quartet. Known as a 
standard-bearer of contemporary 
repertoire, the Arditti will play Bolcom’s 
String Quartet no. 8 on a program that 
also includes works by Elliott Carter, 
Chaya Czernowin, and Hilda Paredes. 

The Shanghai Quartet will appear on 
all festival programs, serving as guest 
artists with the three other quartets. 

“There is a touch of the Mendelssohn 
Octet that is referenced ... but very 
dysfunctional,” Bolcom says of his 
Octet: Double Quartet. 

Also on the Chiara’s program will 
be a driving, rock-tinged work by 
Jefferson Friedman and Leyendas, 
a work by Bolcom student Gabriela 
Lena Frank that draws on folk tunes 
she discovered in an Andean 
Mountain village. 

Bolcom recognizes the stylistic 
freedom of composers today, including 
those under his tutelage at the University 
of Michigan, and he sees a contrast to 
the technical strictures expected when 
he began his own career. 

“Each quartet has its own vision that I
 want to honor and celebrate,”Wheeler

    says. “It’s about all the different places
    they can go, how broad music can be.” 

The Shanghai will play Bolcom’s 
Octet: Double Quartet (2007), a work 
originally written for the prestigious 
Guarneri and Johannes String 
Quartets, alongside the Chiara String 
Quartet. The Chiara, recently in 
residence at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, made its mark mastering the 
challenging feat of playing music by 
heart and championing live composers. 

“We live in a vacuum,” Shanghai’s 
Tzavaras admits. “String quartets are 
always playing with the four members of 
the group. It’s nice to have some outside 
input; you get an injection of new ideas.” 
Hyeyung Julie Yoon of the Chiara adds, 
“A really animated conversation is a 
good way to describe an octet 
performance—you feed each other 
as you respond to a melody.” 

While duo quartet collaborations 
are relatively unusual, one of the 
touchstones of the string repertoire is 
Mendelssohn’s String Octet, op. 20, 
which was an inspiration for Bolcom. 

“They were able to do whatever they 
wanted,” he says of composers like 
Frank and Friedman. “It was something 
for us [in the previous generation] to 
pull from underneath this sort of 
dictatorship. I’m glad we were able to 
move that obstacle for people younger 
than we are.” 

Bolcom’s great achievement in 
musical catholicity remains his 
Songs of Innocence and of Experience, 
in which William Blake’s poetry inspires 
an empathetic, expressive, and 
ear-opening collision: orderly classicism, 
jarring dissonances, country rock, 
bombastic British theater style, and 
moments that evoke hymn, tribal 
chanting, and old-time fddling. A 
sprawling, 25-years-in-the-making 
work for orchestra, choir, and fve to 
ten soloists, the piece won four 2006 
Grammy Awards for a recording made 
at the University of Michigan. 

Bolcom’s latest work, his String Quartet 
no. 12, which falls to the Shanghai 

Quartet for its premiere, seems to 
be rooted in a similar communicative 
impulse, drawing on a variety of 
resources and textures in order to 
convey a series of moods and 
experiences. “I’m fguring this is 
my last quartet,” Bolcom says. “I 
like the idea of a cycle of 12.” 

Written in short movements like 
brief episodes of dreams and 
wakefulness, the work includes a 
“Fantasia Notturna”—“my nocturnal 
version of Beethoven’s op. 131”; a 
slow movement, “Rude Awakening,” 
which marks getting up in the 
middle of the night; a fast, skittering 
“Hallucination” that builds to a 
brutal climax; “Timor Mortis,” fear of 
death; “Amor Vincit,” a more placid 
interlude “very frankly in D major”; 
and “as if from far away,” which 
the composer describes as “very 
simple” and “almost like old music.” 

“It’s dangerous to say, but Bill 
Bolcom really wants people to listen 
to what he’s written. It’s a listenable, 
communicable musical style,” says 
Wheeler. “I think of him as someone 
with open arms, bringing as many 
people as he can possibly gather. 
By bringing in the diversity of styles 
of American music, he creates his 
own vernacular.” 

With the variety of styles and tones, 
the exploration of the historical and 
the contemporary, and the recognition 
of living master artists with a high level 
of craftsmanship and distinctive voices, 
the festival honors both Bolcom’s work 
and Peak Performances’ mission. 

“Each quartet has its own vision 
that I want to honor and celebrate,” 
Wheeler says. “It’s about all the 
different places they can go, how 
broad music can be.” 

Ronni Reich’s writing has appeared in the 
Washington Post, Back Stage, and I Care If You 
Listen. She was a staff writer and classical music 
critic for the Star-Ledger from 2009 to 2015. 
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4 All Terrain String

Festival: 
B O L C O M 

Festival at 
a Glance 
Friday, March 31 @ 7:30 pm 

Harlem Quartet 
with the Shanghai Quartet 
and John Patitucci, bass 

Alexander Kasser Theater - $20 

Saturday, April 1 @ 5:00 pm 

Chiara String Quartet 
with the Shanghai Quartet 
Alexander Kasser Theater - $20 

Saturday, April 1 @ 6:15 pm 

Mingle with the 
Musicians 
Buffet Dinner 
with William Bolcom 
and members of the 

Chiara and Shanghai Quartets 
Alexander Kasser Theater - $25 

Saturday, April 1 @ 8:00 pm 
Arditti Quartet 
with the Shanghai Quartet 
and Eliot Fisk, guitar 
New York/New Jersey Premiere! 
Alexander Kasser Theater - $20 

Sunday, April 2 @ 3:00 pm 
Shanghai Quartet 
World Premiere! 
Alexander Kasser Theater - $20 

SAVE WITH 
FESTIVAL PASSES! 
All Festival Pass $90 
for all four concerts plus the 
Mingle with the Musicians dinner 

SAVE $15! 

Saturday Pass $60 
for both Saturday concerts plus 
the Mingle with the Musicians dinner 

SAVE $5! 

Order Today! 
973-655-5112 
peakperfs.org 

CHIARA STRING QUARTET 

ARDITTI QUARTET 

SHANGHAI QUARTET 

HARLEM QUARTET 

MONTCLAIR STATE 
UNDERGRADS 
TAKE YOUR SEAT – FOR FREE! 
No charge for undergraduates for any of 
these performances when you show your valid 
Montclair State ID at the box office! 

Connect with Us! 

14  www.peakperfs.org 
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Parking 
The Red Hawk Deck is attached to the Alexander Kasser Theater. For closest access to the theater, 
park on Level 4. Handicapped accessible spaces and elevators to Level 4 are available on every level. 

Transportation from Manhattan 
Peak Performances provides roundtrip charter bus service from Port Authority, just $10! 
Order online or call the box office at 973-655-5112. 

Saturday, 
April 1 

Sunday, 
April 2 

Departs from Port Authority Bus Terminal  
Returns from Alexander Kasser Theater 

3:30 pm 
9:45 pm 

1:30 pm 
5:00 pm 

Departs from Port Authority Bus Terminal  
Returns from Alexander Kasser Theater        

 *Buses are wheelchair accessible. 

NJ Transit (Friday only) Trains depart from New York Penn Station.To arrive in time for the performance, take the 
6:10 pm train on the Montclair-Boonton Line and get off at Montclair Heights. Do not get off at Montclair State University. 
An usher will meet the train on arrival to walk you to the theater.There are return trains departing Montclair Heights at 9:14 pm 
and 10:29 pm. NJ Transit trains do not stop in Montclair on Saturdays and Sundays. 

* Train schedules current at time of printing. Check njtransit.com for the most up-to-date information. 

Access Kasser 
The Alexander Kasser Theater is committed to making 
its programs convenient and accessible for all. 

Comfort and Convenience 
• Designated, integrated seating for patrons who use wheelchairs
  and their companions is available at every performance. 

• The Kasser offers barrier-free access with on-grade entrances,
  elevators, railings, wide doorways, designated parking spaces,
  and accessible restrooms. 

• A wheelchair is available for transport to and from your seat. 

• Wireless infrared receivers are available for patron use. 

• Large-print and Braille programs are available at
 every performance. 

Please call Bob Hermida, Audience Services Manager, 
at 973-655-4010 in advance of your visit so we can 
better serve you! 

The Fine Print 
• All performances, dates, and times are subject 

to change. 

• Children under 6 are not permitted except 
with express permission of theater management. 

• Tickets and handling fees are nonrefundable, 
except in the event of show cancellation. 

• Latecomers will be seated solely at the discretion 
of theater management. 

•There is a $3 handling fee for each ticket. There is 
a single handling fee of $9 each Festival Pass and 
a single handling fee of $6 for each Saturday Pass. 

•For groups of 10 or more, there is a single 
handling fee of $10. Save $20 or more! For group 
orders, call Jeff Wingfeld, Box Office Manager, 
at 973-655-4009. 

• Subject to availability, tickets may be exchanged up 
to 24 hours before the performance for which they 
were purchased. Tickets may only be exchanged for 
a different performance of the same event. There is 
a $5 exchange fee for each ticket. 

boxoffce@montclair.edu 
In Person: Monday–Friday, noon–6 pm 
Performance Days: 10 am until curtain 
Online 24/7: peakperfs.org 
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Spring Premieres! 
March 23 – 26 

World Premiere 

Amy Beth Kirsten | Mark DeChiazza 
QUIXOTE 

A bold reimagining of the Cervantes classic 
for voice and percussion 

April 20 – 23 
World Premiere 

doug elkins choreography, etc. 
A Hundred Indecisions 

O, Round Desire 
plus Mo(or)town/Redux 

May 5 – 6 
American Premiere 

Astrid Hadad 
Tierra Misteriosa 

A tuneful, subversive jaunt through Mexican history 

$20 
All Seats 


